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Readers,
It hasn’t been that long since I last addressed you, so I won’t take
too long. Promise!
While I love every issue of orangepeel, I have to say that “collage of
us” has been one of my favorite to work on. The two separate parts were
a blast to plan and design, and I hope that the staff’s happiness with this
task shines through. I may go as far as to say this cover, featuring art by
the lovely Mayara Marques, is my favorite yet.
As always, we have some memorable orange peels floating in this
magazine’s waters. A precariously placed glass of water, mouthwatering
blackberries, a blinking neon sign, and heavy Doc Martens are just a few
details that stuck with the staff this time around. So keep an eye out for
those, and be sure to find that one item or line that sticks in your mind
until the next issue drops.
This issue features work from contributors around the world. When
asked, they identified themselves as being from Australia, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, France, India, Nigeria, the Philippines, Russia, Trinidad, Turkey,
the United Kingdom, and the United States, and one as a settler on Turtle
Island. The staff is always thrilled to see contributors from new places
around the globe. Many thanks to our contributors for making this
magazine what it is. You are each an invaluable part of our collage.
Like I said, I don’t want to take up too much of your time with this
letter. Enjoy the issue and have a great rest of your day, wherever you
may be. We all need more good days right now. And cute Schnauzers.

Gabby

editor of orangepeel

of us
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pup ii
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Ariel Vivanco

우상 (Woosang)

Ariel Vivanco

La Dalia (The Dahlia)
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Amber Wood

Borrowed
To describe you in words alone
Is to erect a figure with
limp
form
Flesh, but no bone.
See if
your body was
borrowed
Why would I call it back anyway?
You are not
there.
Only pieces copied from memory—
Synthesized imitation.

You couldn’t
teach
me
We rented reading rainbow tapes
from the library.
Fishy shampoo of some other girls
with the eye that
follows
In a loner tub
A ssssstolen sssssssoak
Wasting globs in a corner just to watch it
“Wait here” you told me.
Coming back – hotdog in hand
Foraged from a stranger’s cookout.
Our own kind of reunion

Maybe, because
I want to craw aw aw awl back
inside
When your cells were forming a
placenta in your sleep
Swimming in your
And remind you
That your care for
me
While effortless,
Still comes
Through what I can’t keep.
Wheels spun round on a bike
That wasn’t
mine
A bedroom owned by some
Other kid who loved Garfield
And had
two fish
For a week

bubble

up.

Did you just tell them we were hungry?
sea

When I first met the earth
A third of your immune system protected
me
For 6 months.
After that – you made it up.
A found childhood – collections of luck.
And now I’m here
without you
Trying to make sense of where your
place is
If no longer a rental on
Earth.

When we skipped school and
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Ariane Lauren

You and the End
of Summer
Candy floss pledges
Childlike endless devotion
July’s sticky heatDeludes friends’ common senses
Ever sweethearts- til August

Looking After
Smudged faint golden rays
Veer, turning riped apricot
Here, by your bedside
Tending a little fever
Rest until midday; lunchtime

Kayleigh Efird

Different Citrus
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Ber Davis

a letter to self on self
from self
hey.
i’ve been thinking.
a close friend once told me that docs are the universal fashion staple
for queer women. that if i truly want to let another lady know where
i stand, i have to commit my tootsies to the leatherbound blisterdungeon. called it a sapphic symbol of sorts.
& in my head i really tried to make the math work. to justify the cost
v. benefit. or rather the cost v. reason maybe.
because if i found that women = beautiful (& they are) & that
beauty = pain (as we’re taught), i guess it would make sense to
equate women to pain. even with our footwear. & i guess as a
woman-lover i would have to be open to pain because, if we rewind
it back:
pain = beauty = women,
& i was into that. right?
but, having bought into it them, i think my feet may be too fat. & i
remember i’ve never been good at math. & i don’t like the pain i’m in
just for loving women.
i think i’m okay with not being universal.
maybe, someday, we could just keep our heads up instead. & take
queerness at its face value. because there shouldn’t be one way to
appear / be as such. & i’m sick & tired of looking down when
confirming it. my own or otherwise.
let’s check in more often.
p.s.
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daria coxranima

what is happening?

⚘⚘⚘
&, you know, even if there were only one way to be me, to be us,
i’d sure as hell hope it wouldn’t be through a pair of man-made
boots. ta-ta.
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Ian Parker

summer mix
virginity lost in time the arc of the coveted
Jack Kerouac anti-depressants
so vomit on the sidewalk on random patent leather shoes
that was oh six and
fifteen and oh nine oh oh oh
taking in the sun in an exaltation to you
the road to better mental health but like if Buddha lived in Spokane Valley

on

driving license-less
drinking lifelessness
blackout nights where I said
no skips and spitting senseless personality crisis an unraveling cardigan
on the beach
my father died in the summer becoming Buddha
school cafeteria blues in a post-high school marĳuana haze dream

summer
an opaque

cloud from a homemade bong freedom in a punk rock dream girl over heart
broken cassette blanks
mountain dew rock n roll lover’s lane milkshake two
feet broken in air casts
swallowed whole by midnight
to learn

cigarette ashes and a nightmare
being
being called by ambulance sirens to the stars

to play better
window open but a nightmare all the time my own reflection
and my mattress on the floor
a polyphony of teenage radio borrowed books
notwithstanding
wakeful turn it off never returned the saddest of all the lies
exhale
inhale
explode

Harsimran Juneja

Stepney Green
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Sonakshi Grover

Essential Oil
Wagging tail
First sun ray
Red ripples
Aromized dawn
Cinnamon and ginger
Squirrels, a lovely song
Ocean’s candle
Sikkim’s chai
Grandfather’s box
Catcher in the Rye
Green leaves
Purple buds
Filthy hands and sweaty shrug
Soothing scattered mud
In nature brought close to life
The simplicity of average sites
Her essential oil
That hand-me down book
Lived pages
Scribbled notebook
With care and tape,
Gifts packed, ‘chosen family’ date
When relationships come alive
Flesh and blood, muscles sore like pines
Enclosed magic in mundane time
Her blessed essential oil
Crystal waters
Infested weeds
Reminiscing class four
Brute luck, destiny, their idiosyncrasies
Rain washed trees
Home cooked roti with dahi
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Gravity blanket, undeciphered turmoil
Gratitude for heaven-sent
Essential oils
Well intentioned Hi-s
Please! My boundary, no surgical strikes
Slithering serpents, unforgiving aim
Blood on hands of, this connected wifi age
Delayed eruptions
Her dormant mind
Dig deep for precious essential oil
Words burn
Rebellious choice
Tsunamis, a forest fire
Landings too soft for the ‘she’ pride
Snob in the hut
Tomorrow, a new surf. Another day to feel put
For now, let her sit and find
Survival, essential oil
Mother’s laugh
His mine of love
Veiled by boughanvalias
She’s grown to trust
Their completeness
Painfully satisfying
When she walks away
Pouring over, essential oil
Her goodnight lick
Wine’s 3rd sip
10 seconds of read
Own poetry, thrice remedied
Coelho’s Tradition
When Frost talked of making decisions
Murakami, loved and grieved
Promises that Rudyard and Angelou
She longed would keep
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Kashmiri Kavah
Bourgeoisie three course meals
Apologies to digest
Eons of misery
Migraines to retail therapy
Acceptance over oblivion
Bible less Foucault’s Tyranny
Solemn tears to disco nights
Healing slumber
Her essential oil
The little elephant
That crescent pendant
Vintage albums, little bald she
Imagined oysters, touching the benthos
Pearls and calms of lady sea
Private dreams cannot be foiled
Her secret essential oil
The empty jar, possibilities
Dying bedside white lily
Brown cupboards, rusted door
Flickering flame
Casting God’s own vibgyor
Full moons
Possess female zeitgeist
She fiercely guards
Her essential oil
Wings of wind
Womb of the sea
Blew from the Caribbean she wished to see
Sunset orange
Meets his shine
Lady like gowns
Blue and black
Take me back Mom
She sinks at last
Their Essential Oil
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Emily Rudnick

Why I Run
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Maddie Hill

Cut and Paste
the person in the mirror is not me
and as such
i would like it if they were removed
from my peripheral
i do not like to look at puffy faces
or fat bodies

or if any of them are any real at all anyway
or if you are real
or just some recreation
a sloppily made knockoff
of some real girl somewhere
and you’re really just pretending

hair sticking out
despite being combed down by my mother
dirty glasses
smudged lenses
making such a simple girl
unrecognizable
and i do not really know who she is
or what this poem is about
except for to say that sometimes
i am replaced

photoshop your body into that
perfect ideal
cutting away curves and edges
until you are a facsimile
plastic surgery cannot fix that feeling
that something is wrong with the way
that you look
in the mirror

she does not have my face
or my voice
but if you asked me
to describe what my face looked like
in order to create a missing persons poster
i would scream
and keep screaming
i am simply fog
a hazy image of femininity
made by cutting up
images of women in magazines
i’m faking it
trying to scrape by on a made up identity
and i am the only one who knows it

who is she
and why do the people that i know
know her
and yet
i do not
i have yet to grapple with that
i have yet to extend my hand
to the woman in the mirror
to become her friend
to betray and kill her
so that i may take her place
and hope that maybe someday
some other girl will look at my face
and see only herself
and she will be happy

did you ever have to explain
why you do not want your friends to meet
it is because they know two different girls
and you’re not sure which one is more real
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Sai Chi

The Price of
Blackberries
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Le lendemain, ça me fatigue
Je le trouve inconnu et vide
C’est quoi, ce demain de merde?
Moi, je crois que je préfère l'avant-hier.
C'était clair, je m’en souviens bien, tiens
Le présent
Zut! On l'a raté
Tiens un rêverie, ouais, ça me plait
Tiens

Sophia Lucia

Bar Soap & Loose Tea
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But I’m moving on to bar soap
I’m moving on to loose tea,
It is the way you smoke your clopes, and brush your teeth.
And stomach-achy-breaky heart breakers, soul takers
These micro-waves leaving me cold in the middle
I fiddle with my rings and things
And it brings me back where I need to be,
Two degrees
Some men don’t respect me but they like my act
Paid me thirty euros to play in your shitty dive bar
Now you’re trying to touch the small of my back
And you’re so vain, you probably think this song isn’t about you
Don’t you
You’re so vain, you probably think this song just is not about you.
And we don’t turn off the TV we just put it on mute, gotta jette un
œil at the news
No no don’t turn it off just put it on mute, I gotta jette un œil at the
news
And bar talk is getting too elaborate of late
Write my number on a slip of paper
See you later alligator now we gone forever
The pleasure was
And stomach-achy-breaky heart breakers, bone shakers
Gonna meet-yer meet-yer maker later, I pay for favors
With dinner, wine, dank weed, and fine cheese
And stomach-achy-breaky plan breakers, love fakers
There are too many fuckin flavors!
I want a savior but I really just need to be by myself.
But I’m moving onto bar soap, I’m moving onto loose tea
It is the way you smoke your clopes, and brush your teeth.
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Kenneth Pobo

Pardon Me, But
do you see us here,
in the living room, drinking
a mimosa? I think we’re visible,
but maybe not. This must be
another don’t ask
don’t tell family.
Only we told.
It’s not disapproval, exactly,
while your discomfort
removes our skin,
who we are.
Everything is so nice,
table surfaces shining,
windows washed,
a middle-class Grand Canyon.
We can yell but sound disappears.
In plain sight our bodies
fade into couch cushions,
an indoor fog.

Mark Allen

We are Family
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Jennifer Reeves

Shame

Endlessly
Looking through me.
Eyes judging, perceiving,
To see.
I am not whole.
I am taboo.
Inappropriate, unacceptable,
Tattoos,
Body hair, piercings,
Shape.
Shame.
Cover up. Cover up. Cover up.
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I have a grandmother who talks to ghosts and prays to a higher power,
having just been indoctrinated after a lifetime of alcoholic offspring
secrets, the years building up and hitting therapy at 86, and I am
proud of her. My people, we have passed down a lineage of anxiety
and the newly termed fawn response, which we traded for survival
and middle classism just last generation, and if I have a culture it’s my
muttness, my mishmash, which I could never regionalize but I do have
that California slur and that West Coast ass and that San Francisco
love of salt on my fruit. The tía who teaches me how to belly dance at
my brother’s appropriative wedding, and my cousin I have to teach
that queer is not the same as lesbian, and that great great great aunt
who lived in the desert and probably was one, if I can put single and
independent together and make a mirror with it. My Irish means I
blush don’t tan, and my 1/16th Italian means I can make Cacio e Pepe
that will hopefully make you want to take off your pants, but that’s
really more of a skill by marriage. By blood I have the pickle eaters and
the ones that suck the bones and a huge amount of conquerors that
were running away and didn’t care who they killed in the process, but
also my people married in and my people came on the back of trucks
and my people don’t talk about race but they know how to dance and
as the generations birth they drop their elbows from their sides and
call out to each other. My baby cousin is in Barcelona learning how to
put her tongue between her teeth and my baby cousin is in Boston
getting a Master’s before I do and he asks me, “wait, is my dad black?”
because he doesn’t know, it’s really a question, and we are all escaping
from something, across the bay, across the ocean, and my oldest
cousin with the avocados dropping heavy from the house he owns
because his girlfriend’s dad died, he paints art on the streets and
teaches us it's important but we already knew that because my people
are artists. Some of us are Scottish and we have our own family crest
and pattern of plaid, us and all the other Robertsons, but we only hear
bagpipes at funerals and that’s getting expensive and we don’t really
like Scotch because the ones that aren’t alcoholics aren’t big drinkers.
My mother is the one who gave me her own last name because
feminism, but then she stayed home and did the laundry. But it’s okay
your dad and I talked about it she says and she hasn’t really found her
way in the world yet. We are fierce and overprotective, the women will
kill for you and the men will wait and watch and not really know what
to say. My people, we’re complicated. We value bella figura and no
bodies. Really, we are barely related but we all put butter on
everything and we will never let you come into our houses and sit
down without eating something and we speak the language our Nana
taught us and we are all slightly Norwegian and even though our
mothers aren’t talking and they won’t tell us why, we’ve grown up with
this bullshit and we are tired of it. In a world where you don’t get to
not talk about stuff, this new generation, we have to talk about stuff,
to stay connected by more than succulents and sayings.
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Oona Robertson

Difficult Births
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Jordan Lee-Tung

This Train Is Out of Service
“Have you lost your…”
(Upon realizing she sounds like tired theatrics)
“Brain?”
Retort:
“Erica,”
(Caramel skin and kinky hair)
Your mom just wants to go to the drop-in center.
“A month!”
(Erica),
You lost your brain-It’s always in the last place you look.
You’re bringin wristbands back
(And not for the fashion statement).
You’re gonna get chained to the upholstery,
I swear.
Reply:
“So what?”
Everybody’s screaming today.
By the tracks floundering,
Bags packed, motherfucker,
The world’ll getcha.
Erica,
You lost your brain,
(Go catch it),
You’re gonna take flight
From two storey windows
And there’s nothin your mom can do.

Erica Dionora

Flora
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LICE MICE MAGGOTS AND BLACK MOLD
THE OLD MAN NEXT DOOR SMELLS DEAD
BUT THE SNEEZING AND SNORING THROUGH THE WALL
AND THE SHIT STAINS IN THE TOILET DOWN THE HALL
LEAD ME TO BELIEVE
HE IS NOT QUITE DEAD YET
they painted red marks on the doors
family jewels under the floorboards
I’m standing on the porch
drinking mint juleps
I do my best not to burn the garlic
all my stuff is lost in the lining of my coat pocket
I don’t leave my house
I’ve been through many periods
I’ve bled through many sheets
I’ve shed my rattled snake-skins at night with arms wrapped around
me
and then I wake lost at sea
I want to talk to somebody but everybody I love is asleep.

Sophia Lucia

Lice Mice Maggots and
Black Mold

GENERALLY SPEAKING THINGS ARE NOT OK
BUT ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, I’M GOOD
I HAVE A LOT OF TUPPERWARE AND THEN I HAVE NONE
AND THEN I HAVE A LOT OF TUPPERWARE AND THEN I HAVE
NONE
little branch in a jar of water with little flowers and little buds
will the buds bloom before the blooms die, or will the blooms die
before the buds bloom?
I’ve been wondering,
will the buds bloom before the blooms die or will the blooms die
before the buds bloom?
I want to do everything, so I do nothing instead.
EVERY TIME WAS ALWAYS AT SOME TIME THE LAST TIME
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Jade Hidle

Dear Phil Yu, aka Angry
Asian Man
I saw you once. At an Asian American Media Conference. The white
executive on the stage was describing The Hangover 3 as an
upcoming turn in the tide for more representation of Asian
Americans. You didn’t need a microphone. Everybody heard. It was
the first time I’d witnessed an Asian American man yell at a white
man. (My Vietnamese uncles are here in the silence, seething.) The
white man took it. He had no choice but to take it with all of our
faces staring at him, cheering you on, louder than I’m sure he’d ever
knew possible.
Whenever I got upset growing up, my dad urged, “Be nice.”
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There’s always the people who encourage compliance and silence.
And then they’ll use that to turn us against each other. In my letter, I
didn’t tell you how I was taught to hate you, to hate Koreans. My
family described them, you, as two-faced, greedy snakes whose ugly
faces--except for the light skin, of course--was the outward sign of
festering intentions. I was taught that they, you, didn’t deserve your
place above us on the Asian hierarchy. I was taught to be angry at
you for that. I questioned it once. “Who? What Koreans do you
know?” There was no answer, but I found myself beginning to
believe it.

After that, I wrote you a thank you letter. It was very formal, as if
you were my uncle, even though we’re about the same age. I
included a donation, too, for the work that you do. You wrote back,
asking for my address, and weeks later a shirt arrived. Black on
white, a pretty Asian girl snarled over the scrawl, “Stay Angry.” My
little niece said, “It looks like you.” I let the smile inside slip.

Later, I learned for myself the roots. Americans demarcating borders,
conscripting mercenaries, turning your people against mine and vice
versa, until it became a history, a truth. Then, here, the Riots made
you look cold, ferocious. Our wars continued through hate, but got
pushed down. Be nice, they told us all. And some of us did and they
said, Look at how well you’re doing. The “American” we took onto our
identities continued the wars, but then we took it back to resist, to
say, We are Asian American and we’re pissed.

Other people asked, “What’s that mean?” And “What do you have to
be angry about?” And, my favorite, “Mindfulness is helpful for letting
go of anger.”

Every time I wear your shirt, I ask for your forgiveness for the times I
hated you. I ask of you, please stay angry.
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Jamie A. Grove

Short and Round and
Full of Fury
My first memory is simple and vague - a smattering of images
filtered through the dreamy haze that comes with the long distance
of time.
Almost four, I was a small girl with a halo of unruly red curls
and the shy unease of a baby bird. The world was too big and too
loud. I was easily spooked and naturally untrusting. My favorite
game was to pretend I was invisible. I could hear and see everything,
but grownups couldn’t see me. It didn’t take long for the adults to
play along too.
In that memory, everything was shrouded in white - more snow
than I'd ever seen in my whole, brief life and still more coming down
in wide, ponderous circles. The snow was heavy on tree branches,
pulling them stubbornly down to the pillowed ground, and a ridge of
dirty, gray snow was left piled along the side of the highway,
unthinkably tall.
My little brother, only a few months old, was swaddled tight, a
caterpillar in a cocoon, and held close to our mother's chest for
warmth. Puffs of breath appeared in the frigid air. He might have
been crying or fussing or even sleeping, but those details have
seeped away.
There were two strange men, although everyone seemed
strange to me then. They were tall and soft-spoken and friendly. I
remember one better, coaxing me softly to sit on his snowmobile. He
told me, kneeling and opening his arms wide, palms up, that it
would warm me up. He sat on it, grinning a little too widely, to show
me it was okay while my mom patted, or maybe pushed, my back
encouragingly.
The machine hummed behind him, a constant low purr that I
could feel echoing through my ribcage. It felt menacing to me. I
desperately wanted to sit on it, torn between the safety of my
mother’s shadow and the tempting warmth of the snowmobile’s
heated seats, but I stayed firmly attached to the back of Mom's
kneecaps instead. I regretted the decision almost immediately, the
same way I would later regret not riding the Ferris wheel or not
petting the boa constrictor they brought to kindergarten one day.
Another sharp reminder of all the ways I wasn't brave enough.
I stayed silently behind Mom, shaking my head and refusing to
look directly at the man until he stood up and turned away from me,
talking instead with my mom while the other man disappeared out
of sight.
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That's all I remember. Drifts of snow and the low vibration of the
snowmobile. Longing and wrestling with fear and desire. My mother
close by and the men.
I have tried to remember the sounds, but everything plays out
instead like a silent movie. And now, even the faces are blank.
I could fill in more details if I really wanted to…I could guess
at the things I know must have been true. That we were on the most
familiar curve of Highway 26 around the face of the mountain and
under the height of the Douglas firs. That it was Thanksgiving or
Christmas, because otherwise we wouldn’t have been driving over
the mountain in the snow. That the other man went to help push the
little brown car out of the ditch. That my dad was sitting in the car,
gas pedal pushed all the way down while the tires spun uselessly and
spit up snow.
I can imagine the reek of vodka on Dad’s breath and through
his pores, and I can see the empty bottle under the seat among all
the other bottles. Another thing I can’t remember: my dad ever
sober. In all my memories, he’s either falling down drunk or well on
his way. I can gauge my age by his drinking habits. I’m younger
when he’s drinking HRD from a thick shot glass and a can of warm
Diet Coke, but almost an adult when he’s drinking it straight from
the pint without a chaser.
I wish I could remember more about the strangers. Were they
snow patrol? Police? Just two serendipitous passersby? But I only
remember the two of them and their grumbling machines, and I can't
put a face to their kindness. They were there to help, to warm us up,
to rescue us from the ditch. Not the boogie men lurking in this scene.
And yet, at the same time, I’m angry and I want to be for them
not doing more. Because, ultimately, they let us drive away again.
My memories skip. Fragments, a scratch in the CD. Bits and
pieces knit together with the barest of threads.
In another I was plastered against the fake wood paneling of
our trailer instead of close to Mom's knees, which was maybe the
more rational and logical place. Maybe. Instead, I was removed, back
away from the action, watching as it unfolded before me.
My dad, short and round and full of fury. Holding a handgun.
An old gun, but shiny and clean. I can still hear the sound of him
cleaning it, the click of all the various bits, still smell the oil he used,
still feel the sting of it in the air, and in this moment it is held at
Mom's head, my brother tiny and almost away, out of sight in her
arms.
The memory skips, and suddenly the three of us - Mom and I
and brother - were at the little yellow motel down the street. It was
dark and as we checked in at the front desk we were bathed in bad
fluorescent lighting while Mom talked quietly with the clerk,
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conversationally almost. I wasn’t paying attention. I was focused on
the little bags of popcorn stacked neatly beside the microwave and
the hum of the pop machine.
The scene skips again to us sitting in a dated '80s motel room
with a funny smelling bedspread and grainy TV channels. The
lighting was dingy, and I felt dirty from sitting on the bed. I didn't
like being in a strange place, away from my own bed and dolls and
popcorn, watching infomercials. I wanted to be home, on my
mattress on the floor, listening to the TV through the bedroom wall.
There was a feeling in the pit of my stomach that something
wasn't really right about us being there - that it wasn't a game or an
adventure out, but an act of desperation. I felt shameful and small,
even though I couldn't say why. Echoing around my head were a
dozen angry words. Bitch. Dumbshit. The thud of his meaty fist
against the wall. The expulsion of breath from his nostrils, like a
bull. Fuck. Cunt. His words for her, slurs, like she was the only one
around. In that vacuum of a moment, he stopped seeing my brother
and I, he only saw the two of them. Because he loved me. I had the
"Daddy's Little Girl" nightshirt to prove it. I was wearing it then.
And in the morning, when we walked through the little
aluminum door into our single-wide, the whole lot of us holding our
breaths, I still gave him a tentative little hug.
Cautiously, quietly, I told my mom about the gun and the motel
years later, long after I'd moved out and started making my own life
and family. Long after a heart attack took dad on the living room
floor, and he could only ever after be a villain in my dreams, I
brought it up nonchalantly over the phone, like we were talking
about the weather, while my son played on the floor with his cars
and I sipped my coffee.
I told her it was a dream, because I didn’t want to think it was
real. Didn’t want to admit that thing to myself, even though I knew it
was true.
Isn't it funny? I asked, my voice catching only a little bit.
That wasn't a dream, she said softly, her voice steady and calm,
almost, in fact, a little amused.
Do you remember the day we were stuck in the snowbank?
The one with the snowmobiles?
Yes. It was that same day, just when we got home.
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Saxon Martinez

Oyes
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Jade Crimson Rose Da Costa

Mixed

A mix of unmatched images
that transfix and retract as they break
into wholes.
Br/ow/n/-wh//ite+refuge/ee-migra/nt-sett/ler.
queer as in

bi-pan-asexual*
*demisexual rape survivor.
and nonbinary*
*nonbinary woman.
(but also, not white).

Mixed class, meaning –
a bank account empty
of debt
but a fridge full of reusable containers.
a series of hyphens and asterisks
that bind pieces of a person
into links in a chain.
Something about being half of everything,
makes you full of nothing
but promise.

Yune Jee Bang

we

i think my problem is saying we
in my head when what i mean is you or even
he; my thoughts and plans do not belong in your
(his) head. for you (for him), the lines between us
(between him and me), seem to have
always been easy. and i tell myself
my thoughts and plans do not belong in your
(our? his?) head. but sometimes i feel like everyone, everywhere. everything
i keep from you (from him) feels like betrayal somehow. you
feel like home sometimes. sometimes we
feel like family, sometimes you feel like me.
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Gilberte Farah

Agoraphobia around the
Savannah
(raving

with Vahni Capildeo)
*pulling at my locks*
...do I talk a set of wildness?
*smoothing hers*
Wildness, but not chaos.
Cataclysm I want cataclysm
Explosion also signals beginnings
spread

out

massive

Here was once a plantation
then cows, then airplanes, then horses, cricket,
bodies buried, masqueraders
murders
a nip of kindness to those who walked before
but as for now, at this moment,
need a single jumbie seed.
Look, I found three
Only take one at a time.

Anna Gorostiaga

An Honest Face
46
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You could at least make
a hand-band or find
a husband with the others,
could be used to brew
poison or a love potion

Girl, I am so exposed
no rosary pea can comfort me
Feel I’m going mad sometimes.
Feel to take the rheum of dog-eye,
put it my own, see the devil clearer
One seed at a time;
don’t confuse matters

if nothing else, at least
you know good obeah.

Does it get hot when you rub it?
That is donkeyeye
Ah yes, correction
We are all in need of correction
And can it be worn for protection?
Not sure about protection.
Cannot believe you leave
so soon, back to your cocoon
Expect you will miss the heat
*Next afternoon, Heathrow terminal, insta message*
Rum poems needed forthwith
Send rum poems!
Rum sweet rum
when I call you
you bound to come.
Be warned, keep warm
Or will send my scorpion
to bite your centipede
Santi-mani-tay...or is it
Sans humanite?
A pitiless tune
when you think about it,
that’s the true meaning
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mustn’t forget meaning
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Juan Sebastián Cassiani

Ciudad Karaoke
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Jade Hidle

Postcards from Ireland
Dad,
I got to take one of those red double-decker buses from the airport.
The rough-jawed driver called me “girl” in a way that made me feel
big for once. At the hostel, I am sharing a bunk bed with a mother
who is always shielding her little boy from me, a couple of other
American girls who are pretending to be Canadian so they don’t have
to answer any Bush questions, and an Italian guy in a Tasmanian
Devil shirt who keeps asking me what’s wrong. I haven’t told any of
them that I’m here to find out about our Irish heritage that I don’t
know anything about and that seems to be one of the very few things
in the world that doesn’t worry you. There’s a rugby team staying
here too. I remember you told me about rugby when you traveled
through New Zealand, before I was born. Their legs are like trees.
And they’re so loud in the dining hall that I can’t understand what
they’re saying. It’s just noise. I tried Irish breakfast for the first time.
The cooks look really confused when I pass on the sausage but ask
for milk to drink. I think I could eat anything slathered in black
currant jam. Have you had it? It’s sweetness through the cacophony.

Hi Dad,
I’m jet-lagged today. I woke up to the Italian peering over my
bunk, asking if I’m sick or just lazy like a typical American. I
walked to St. Stephen’s Green where there is a statue of
Oscar Wilde reclining on a boulder like the Earth made it for
him. I found a bench close enough that I could look up from
my book and see his cocked eyebrow. I’m reading a book
about how the Irish saved civilization. Monks transcribed
works salvaged from Rome as it fell. They were writing and
alone too.
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Dad,
I’m learning to walk on crowded O’Connell street in the rain. I
raise and lower my umbrella as the Irish do, like we’re all
hammers in those big organs in churches. There’s one on every
corner here. Stones and spires and plaques about how the
Vikings, our other ancestors, tried to destroy them. I am too
nervous to enter the churches. My mom made me promise I’d
wear the big jade buddha necklace to protect me while I’m
away from home. I’m afraid I’d be disrespecting these giant
cathedrals. I understand now why people would kneel.

At the sandwich shop, I order a tuna and corn on wheat. The
Chinese immigrant women who work there question me
about ingredients in a melded Irish accent. I just nod, and as
they furrow their brows in confusion, I hide my shame of not
understanding women learning to occupy new space.

Dad,
It’s raining again. The wet made the booksmell in Trinity College
bloom. The Book of Kells is gilded, and I could feel the shine in the
nerves of my molars. Across the way, I bought a print from the
National Gallery of Art–a woman in green tilting her umbrella so she
could catch a glimpse of something skyward. I was nervous to go
into the National Library. A lot of security guards, and I already feel
like I don’t belong in any of these old, rooted places. But I went in.
That was my mission: to find our heritage. The genealogist was nice
about me not knowing what I was doing. After I gave her your name
and all the ones that I could remember from the gravestones back in
Santa Ana, all she could tell me is that the one name passed down
through the generations is not native to Ireland. I’d come looking in
the wrong place. She called me “dear,” and I wanted to nuzzle into
her woolen cardigan and ask her to tell me a different story.

Dad,
Today, I ventured out. I’d never taken a metro before. That’s not
something my mom and her boyfriends would do. All Camrys and
Accords, buddhas swinging from the rearview mirror. I almost got on
the wrong train and then almost got squeezed by the suctioning
doors and then dropped and cracked my Aero bar. But I made it to
Sandycove. The Pacific is in me, as it is in you and Mom though in
very different ways, so staring into the stinging spray of the Atlantic
was disorienting. It was all gray, save for the white flash of naked
men ocean bathing at Forty Foot. But I came for the Martello Tower. I
didn’t tell you about how much of Joyce I’d read or about the class I
took on just Ulysses. I can see the little hurts in your posture for
every page I’ve read further away from the books you gave me to
learn the love of reading. But it’s just like he described in the book.
That narrow staircase. I twisted and gripped to the top of the
battlement. I left feeling that I was a part of something, the Atlantic
spray a little less biting, the metro like a Japanese-built ride home.
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Dear Dad,
I went further today. This time, I walked. One less worry. You taught
me to avoid. But confrontation came even when I sought out a
peopleless acre of sprawling Phoenix Park. The geometry of
discarded rabbit bones, their ease in the grass that will swallow up
the forgotten and grow something new. I trekked through housing
projects where boys in track suits threw rocks, across the River Liffey
to the Old Kilhamain Gaol–sun-drenched panopticon where being
bad feeds at least once a day. After the killing wall in the prisonyard,
I entered tight, narrow blocks of brick factories for which I had no
reference but the Universal backlot where we’d sometimes go on
your weekends. Inside one steaming tower, I sped through the
placards and displays about brewing Guinness; I know you hate this
because you think I’m rubbing it in your face that I read faster than
you. But without your feelings to parachute me, I am eight floors up,
sipping the raspberry syrup heart in the shallow bed of foam in the
perfectly poured Guinness. Steam plumes from rooftops around me
and, in the distance, the shining pyre of the Dublin needle beckons
from city center. I beer stumbled along lorry-honking streets,
whispering to myself unfamiliar street names in a leprechaun lilt.
The Irish saved language.

Hi Dad,
Today was about how the day before shapes you. I hugged close
to the hostel’s street that is beginning to feel like mine. I didn’t
go further than the McDo over a block. In line for a Filet O’ Fish,
I witnessed an Irishman upend his wife’s tray of food and
proceed to shout obscenities with eyes wide enough to see all
and none of us waiting to order our soggy fries. His wife just
quietly re-ordered. After that, I watched a motorcycle police
officer head off a car into a cobblestone alley, pound his gloved
fists on the driver’s window, and scream a chant of fucks in the
roughest of Irish. This was the closest to romance in Dublin.
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Dad,
I got a window seat to Newgrange. The tour guide had
fighting forearms. He led us through cement crosses, over
creeks, around free-roaming flocks into the solstice dome
where all of our necks lengthened like sprouts in rain to
witness the mortarless stones stacked above us, bearing each
other’s weight, as a cross of afternoon light goldened our
feet–the exactitude of science and faith. I’m getting tired.
And homesick.

Dad,
Another bus out, I met Glendalough. The doors opened to a
medieval-styled souvenir cart. Among the woolen sweaters
and green trinkets, I fingered threaded letters of the Celtic
prayer, “May the Road Rise to Meet You.” It rained all day
again (I’ll never see the August dead of summer the same
way) and tapped divits onto the placid double lakes.
Between that and the sheep roaming free around the mosshewn monastic tower, it was like living the picture on this
postcard. I didn’t buy a rainjacket for the trip because
August, so when I started to waterlog, I checked into the
hostel where, in a room of twelve empty bunk beds, I slept
alone and deeply to only the steady rhythm of rain.

Hi Dad,
I’m 21 today. It doesn’t matter here. I celebrated at an
American-themed restaurant. I ordered White
Russians and drank them under a mural of Captain
America. You always remembered my birthday. My
fingers blackened from your gifts wrapped in
newspaper comics. I thought this would be a fun day
to storytell, but I’m just sorry that I’m not there for
you because my birthday is for you too.
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I leave tomorrow. I spent the day in Temple Bar where the most
attractive people of the country gather to smoke and drink and do
street art and dance in free bodies. The force of my imagination
longed to be of them and fall in love with someone huddled in a
crowded pub. Our love story would always be a story of my
homecoming. But inertia: You showed me how to worry about
breaking any routine that would make me less than two hours early
for a flight, and on six of the seven days of every week growing up
my mom showed me how to add the anxiety, and very possibility, of
that flight nosediving as a fellow passenger raped and choked me. I
didn’t fall in love in that sea of accent and fiddles and clinking
glasses, but I did gift myself.

At the tattoo parlor, I showed the beautiful-faced man at the front
desk my request. I told him that I didn’t know how to pronounce
what I saw. He cocked his head, the perfect architecture of his bones
and smooth dark skin, and he smiled, remembering. “I used to live
on a street,” he chuckled. “It was Gaelic for ‘arse to the wind.’” I
mimic his pronunciation of that pre-colonial wind that let all the
consonants float away. I turn and lift my shirt so he can measure my
back. “It makes sense that you’d want it here,” he said and pressed
his fingertips along my spine. “The wind pushing you forward. I get
it.” I nodded and smiled into my lifted shirt as he repeated the word
that resists inertia.
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Dear Dad,
In Ireland, I tried to find my ancestors by writing down
what I hope will not be forgotten. At the Dublin Airport,
I slathered hemorrhoid cream on my raw tattoo and
tucked all the postcards I’d written to you in a journal
with napkins and business cards and receipts that
remind me of people who forgot American me as soon as
I left. I’ll never send them to you. I’m changed. Written
on and ready to return. From here, I’ll just send you one:
“Wish you were here.”
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Émilie Galindo

Special Effects

Angela Aiosa

Things
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INT—BAR or RESTAURANT or CAFÉ or HOME—MULTIPLE SHOTS
& ANGLES
connect-the-dots tables & bantering beverages & hand-busying
containers
—Long shot on the wing of a crane—
Foreground: chairs like brackets
containing
briefly hyphenated duos or trio or quartets
Background: a pepper red neon light going
WINK! WINK! WINK!
maple ampersands tighten the frame
—Medium shots over various shoulders—
Colors are filtered through
Ale or Coffee or Mint
superimposed texture of coziness.
—close-up rising from the fizz or the steam—
Cups, mugs, glasses, pints
Get a fluid lift
from four-legged ampersands
to pursing lips
& back
—Medium shots over various shoulders—
Hot & soft & cold & hard
Liquids in a magnifying glasses
of subtext
*special effects*
Rimmed outlines mingle
Words crook or wag
Realism slurs & curls
—Ceiling shot—
photos & reviews & quotes are tacked
to the amp of the ampersands.
Intentions & ponctuations & inflections
Trip or flip or slip
Daisies & nettles & self-heal & poppies & dandelions
grow in the streaks
To be wiped away
—BLACK—
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Joy Chen

open your eyes!
(anti asian-american
hate)
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We were just a plaything, then
A Brief History of Cutlery
batting
Bambi-eyed
disclosures
evolved used teeth, the flavors
treasured by a previous wash water.
Lips and Anuses coil around
Something Harder, bubbles up waspily
on tonguesend, a Whisper - you didn’t
want to know What You’d Left
Cooking unrecognizable now
Everything’s A Brief History of Cutlery
scoffs up language caked residues like
burnt oil unforgotten the promise
latent in Design, Craft, Application

Samantha Cooper

The Glass Menagerie

- what else
could it be? Unforgotten was the name on the old
letter from a new plaything, just a
plaything now, and why so widowish
over fresh fruit, Plaything? Disclosures evolve, disuturing ensues;
Make, Model,
Application chokes on its baby teeth.
Everything’s
Wrong’s a snake that coils asleep.
Numb Knuckled; Hard, Hard, Hot
Black Rock. Let sleeping dogs lie.
Everything
lies
in
tongues
unforgotten.
Let them chase white rabbits.
You were just a plaything,
afterall, and “Gabriel Plays It,
God How He
Plays
It.”
Disutured, afterall, we became from fixation.
So let them taste white swans
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Tandie Banana

October 24th
I feel that I am only parts of a person. Partly-person.
Parts arranged with no sense of harmony.
A cacophony of parts.
Parts that do not belong, even with each other.

When was the last time you danced?
You strange girl, belonging to no one.

daria coxranima

the way of my body
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Anda Marcu

Book Spine Poetry

Saxon Martinez

Martinez
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I remember when
book spine poetry
was a thing.
I spotted
"one day
beneath a Vedic sun
[the] courage to be naked
the happiness of pursuit
racing the white silence
we were freedom"
among other ones
I can't recall.
It was the colours that
rearranged themselves
– the words made
sense. Swiftly.
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Emily Coppella

arranging myself
into neat chaos
i should clarify.
the filing away of today’s thoughts into last year’s folder,
the paperclipping of being eight years old,
backs of thighs sticking to a plastic chair
in the afterbreaths of a game of tag.
and also:
that sticky note reminder to
just stop remembering the scraps already.
i am no curator, only collector.
and what i have collected is not ground-breaking.
even to myself, i am unrenowned.
because what have I got to show for it?
pieces with frayed edges,
the pulp of remembering.

Damilola Olusegun

Lucid Dreams 1
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